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I . 5 Descxbtlon
The"TN IN II" is a high performance two seater sallplane with a
T-tall, fitted with a nonretractable tandem undercarrla

c

and upper surface eirbrakee .
This sai!piane is manufactured using the latest techniques in Industrial
Glass fibre construction .
It is designed for training, high performance and, simple aerobat~ ;
flying .
Tednscal Data :
Span
17 .5 m (57 .4 ft .)
Length 8, 18m (26,8f t)
Height 1 , 55a (5, 1 ft)
Aspect
17 .1
Ratio

17 .8 m'
(191 .6ft .')
Maximum Flying Weight 580 kg

Wing Area

f

Maximum Wing Loading

1279 ibs)
32 . 6 kg m'

(6, 68 lbs'tt')

II. Operating limitations :
II . 1 AYwwr n
Certification asis : 14 CFR Sections 21 .23 and
21 .29 effective 1 February 1965 ; and joint Airworthiness Requirements for Sailplanes and
Powered Sailplanes (JAR-22),dated 1 April 1980 .
It . 2 trerttIed SPWMr ooaSe

..

The plane is licensed for :

1 VFR Day
2 . Simple AerobWca (Loops, Stall turns, Lazy eight. Chandelle and
Spin) .

II . 3 ttlb+knum equ*anrt
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

2 Air speed Indicators reading to 300 km/hr (162 kts, 187 mph)
2 Altimeters .
Full Hanna" Straps in front and back codq>tL
Parachute or bad cushion at least 7 cm (3 Inch) thick f or each
occupant .
Loading limit plaque In front and bade eodeplt .
Flight Limits plaque .
Flight Manual

17 th

morch

1982
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It . 4 Maximum Speeds
Maximum permitted
speec in calm air .
VNE - 250 km'h (136 kts, 155 mph)
Maximum permitted
V6 speed in rough air
Manoeuvring speed
Vu - 170 km h ( 92 kts, 105 mph,
Maxmum winch launch speed
Vw - 120 km h ( 65 kts, 74 mph,
Maximum Aerotow speed
VT - 170 km . h ( 92 kts, 105 mph)
Conditions in rough air are similar to those encountered in rotors .
clouds, whirlwinds and when overflying mountain ranges .
Manoeuvring speed is the maximum speed at which full control deflections may be used . At maximum speed (VNE) the control deflections
should be restricted to 1,'3 of the full range .
True airspeed is higher than indicated airspeed at
altitude . VNE decreases according to following table .
Altitude (ft)
0-6500 10000 13000 16500 1900
VNE (indicated knots)
135
128
121
115
10t
(indicated km/h)
250
237
225
213
20 :
Air speed indicator markings
77"170 km /h=42-92 kte=48-105 mph
- Green archormal rang
170-250 km/h=92-135 kts-105-155 mph -Yellow arc(caut ion rang
- tied line(max . Speed)
at 250 km/h=135 kts= 155 mph
- Yellow triangle
at 95 km/h= 51 kts=' 59 mph
(recommended minimum appr . speed)
Installation Errors
The airspeed indicator must be connected to the following sources :
Pilot head in the tail fin, static vents side of the fuselage between the
two seats .
Using a calibrated AS[ the position error Is not greater than ± 2 km'h
or 1 kt or 1 .2 mph . A calibration curve is therefore not necessary .
II . 5 FlIght envelope .
The sailplane design limit load factors are as follows :
At manoeuvring speed + 5 .3 - 2.65
+ 4 .0 - 1 .5
At VNE
(Brakes closed and calm air)

17 th march 1982
17 . P.ui :
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11 . a Weight mnJb
Empty weight
flying weight

.

about 380 kg( 838
lbs)
. 580 kg(
1279
lbs)

Maximum
Maximum permitted weight of non lifting parts 1,00 kg(

882

lbs)

II 7 Centro of gravity position
The approved range of centre of gravity positions during flight is
260 mm (10 .24 Inches) to 460 mm (18 .11 inches) behind the datum
l iq e . equivalent to 24 .7% to 43 .6% of the M .A .C . of the wing .
A/c attitude : incidence board of 600 :2~ annle .
The datum line Is thelront edge of the wing at the wing root .
The approved centre of gravity range does not get exceeded by the
payload distribution specified in the loading plan II . 8 .
The exact position of the cehtre of gravity at flying weight can be
calculated according (oMl S .

II . 8 Load slams

Tvnw

If ,

Minimum load in the front seat for all flight .
Maximum load In the front seat
Maximum load In the bath seat

70 kg (154 Ibs)
110 kg (242 Ibs)
110 kg (242 Ibs)

Maximum load in the baggage compartment

"The maximum flying ∎eight of 580 kg (
must not be exceeded .

10 kg ( 22 IDs)

1279

1LS)

Trim weights must be used at the suspensions
in front of stick bulkhead to compensate if
the front seat load is lower than 70 kg
154 lbs ) . See page 14.
16th June 1982
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Date of
weighing :
carried out

Equipment
list used
for sighing
(date)

September 1981

Empty
( kg/Ibm
4'lbe

S

Position of
cg empty
behind rolerum'inchas

Maxirno^i
total
payloa .
kg Ibs
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II . 9 Towhooks and cable length
ForAerotow Nose hook'E75'a :th ¢ c dificat .c n
For Winch launch : Safety back release hook "C 72"
Minimum aerotow cable length 40 m / 7 30 ft
: .!ir :imurr launch cable length
h00 rr 'I 9 7C ft

II . 10 Weak flak strength
Winch launch and aerotow

max 754 daN

,

max 1662 it

II . 11 Tire Pressure
mainwheel 6 . 00-6 2, 5-2, 8 bar
260x85
2,5 bar
noeewheel
bar
tailwheel
210x6%
2, 5
II . 12 Croenwkids
The maximum Crosswind component approved for take off and landing,
is 20 km .'h (11 kts . 12 mph) .

16th June 1982
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II . 13 . Placards, control markings and instrument
markings
Maximum flying weight

S80kg 12i01be

Airspeed limits
Never exceed
In Rough Air
On Aerotow
On Winch or Auto Launch
Alrbrakes Open
Manoeuvring

km/hr woes mph
V,
Vs
VT
Vw
VpF
VA

250
170
170
120
250
170

135
155
92
105
92 105
64
74
135
155
92
105

both cockpits
Payload (Pilot and Parachute)
70kg
154 lb
Minimum in Front cockpit
for all flight
Less must be compensated with
ballast secured in the seat
110kg
2421b
Maximum load front
The maximum weight must not be exceeded

both cockpits
Skrple asrobaScs skRecomnwnded
km/hr
entry speed
180
Loop
180
Stall turn
Spin
80
170
Chandelle

knots
97
97
43
92

mph
111
111
50
106

Required placards (front and back cockpit)
-6~
17 th march 1982

-4

17. IQ, x ;32

F,

c-'

Oar,

:,

3B 0133

Altitude (U) 0-6500 10 000
VNE (KIAS)
135
128
near speed ind .

12
13 000
121

16 500
115

19 000

both cockpits

Cbok bell

mono

Fun f tree movement of controls?
P ral secured?
Straps ttgM and locked?
fredats aajuWO and locked?
Crakes closed end locked
Trim correctly O*jsftd?
ARimelsr eOiualsd?
Cenop.v Wicked?
Cable on correct hook?
Beware : - CroserrlrWl - Cable brsakl

Front cockpit
Carl

Jeten sod Gllsrperloy

am

-

Pre M howl" on r1pd l br or campy Ney boa royre~r
- NS wren rs see ee4 elel M wn h"
- rs/eeq as" serlre~
- tder all so Ia l MR w ripe ,we dspsndfq on ne
wham eekM a ,reamer Wean" My releeee and pun snnM b
1 a el friar 1-f eessrrs

By Canopy release front and back

Tire Pressure

38 PSI 2,5 etm
16th june

1982

mainwheel
nosewheel
tailwheel
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Elevator quick lock connected
;arkmgs notice
Rotating knob turned in
Tailplane secured (cover closed)

Rudder f .n lurtl ; sin 3877)

Markings notice
Rotating knob turned in
Tailplane secured (cover closed)

Rudder fin (from s/n 33879)

Baggage maximum
22 lbs
10 kg

Dont push* or
lift here

I
Baggage compartment

Total energy
compensation tube
(until sin 3838)

Rudder

near magnetic direction
indicator

L-0LA~i--r.

26th sept . 1984 (AM 315-14 /2 )

'o . 1)
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Canopy open
Canopy Mean

Trim

<-~~

Alrbrakes

---~- T
-

>

Cable
relea se

Wheaibrake

9 D17 th

Pedal adjustment
Top right of front
instrument panel

march 1982

Atr-vent
Top left of front
instrument panel

17 . Mar : SSS2
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TRIM WEIGHTS
Pilotsweight kg
55-62,4 62,5-69,9 170-110
including
parachute
lbs 121-137
138-153
154-242
`Number
2
1
_
0
I
1 Trim weight : 5 .6kg (12 .? n- .
front cockpit

LmMftInd -

0

outside

of the fuselage

1 . Marking controlling the correct rigging of the tallplans .
2. Lebel for the total energy tube .

3. Label for tailplane security
Label for tyre pressure
.s Label far tyre pressure
6. Red ring round the Static pressure port
4.

7 . Marking to find the belly hook
16th June 1982

e-.t- c, -4-- 2 5 . hug, 1952
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ASI MarliMgs

Speed
mph

knots

48-1()5

42-92

105-155

92-135

at 155

135

at 59

51

km .'h

Mark

Significance

7 7 -170 Green Arc

Normal range of
flying speed

170-250 Yellow Arc

Range of flying
speeds to be
used with care

250

95

Radial Red Line

Maximum Speed

Yellow Triangle

Minimum recommended landing
speed at full load

FLIGHT MAtvJAL
III .
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Emergency procedures

III . 1 . Recovery from the spin
Recovery spin can be accomplished by the standard
recovery procedure :
- Full opposite rudder
- Neutralize stick
- Ailerons should be neutral
- When rotation stops neutralize rudder an pull out genti .
III . 2 . Emergency canopy jettison and exit
Pull red handles on right and left of canopy full bac'simultaneously .
Push canopy up and away with the left hand .
Release safety harness .
Stand up and get out over left or right side dependin t
on the attitude .
When using a manual parachute grip release and pull
firmly to full extend after 1-3 seconds .
III . 3 . Miscellaneous
Flying in rain, iced wings
There is a noticeable deterioration of flying characteristics by wet or lightly iced wings, which raises the
stall speed by about 6 knots :
Increase take off and approach speed by 6 knots .
Wing dropping
If a wing drops in a turn or straight flight, leave the
stick neutral and apply rudder against the direction of
rotation .
Groundloops
The aircraft is not prone to ground loop in take off,
If one wing touches the ground or the aircraft change!
direction by more than 15 de r s, release cable immediately .
17 th march 1982

T . M f: ,;,u2
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IV Norrr.ai procedures
VI 1 Cockpit and controls
Front Seat .

1
2
3
4

StiCk
Rudder pedals
5 Release knob
Airbrake lever and wheelbrake 6 Canopy jettison
Trim lever

Ventilator top of instrument panel left side
Rudder pedal adjustment top of instrument panel right side

16th June 1982

-Xez,-,

2 5 . Au~, 1332
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Standard instrument positions (front panel)

Magnetic compass
Electrical vario indicator (optional)
Airspeed indicator
Variometer
Altimeter
Electrical vario control (optinal)
G-Meter or variable
Ball
Temperature (outside) or
iable
Radio
17 th march 1982

'

1 ' -- -_
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Rear seat

1
2

Stick
Rudder pedals

3 Airbrake lever and wheelbrake

4 Trim liver
5 Release knob

6 Canopy jettison

16th June 1982
5. Aug . 1982
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Standard instrument positions (rear panel)

1
2

3
4
5
6

Altimeter
Airspeed indicator
Variometer
Electrical vario (optinal)
Ball
Variable

17 th march 1982

17 . Macz ,982
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IV . 2 Daily pr~ Ynpeetion
1 . a) Open canopy .
b) Check the 4 wing fastenings Inside the fuselage if locked .
c) Visually check all controls inside the cockpit .
d) Check for foreign bodies .
e) Test controls for full and free movement .
f) Check tire pressure 2 .5 - 2 .8 atm . m 35 .6-39 .8 PSI
g) Check condition of both hooks .
h) Check functioning of releases and wheelbrake .
2 . a) Check top and bottom of wing for damage
b) Check ailerons for condition, freedom of movement and play
c) Check airbrakes for condition, locking and fit .
3 . Check fuselage for damage especially on the underside including landing
gear and undercarriage suspension .
4 . Check tail unit for correct assembly and that safety lock is in
position .
5 . Check condition of the tail wheel .
Check the pitot tube, total energy venturi and static vents are clean .
6 . Repeat step 3 for right side of fuselage .
7 . Repeat step 2 for right wing .
8 . Check condition of the nose wheel .
After heavy landings or excessive flight loads the entire glider should
be checked . The wings and tailplane should be removed for these
checks and if any damage is found an inspector should be consulted .
The plane should not be flown before any damage Is repaired .

26th sept .

1984 (AM

315-14 / 2 )

Approved by LBA
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IV . 3 Control

checks before

take off

i . Check all
controls for full and free rnovern .
2 . Check that the ballast limitations are being adhered to .
3 . Check safety straps and parachute are firmly fastened
4 . Check altimeter is adjusted to zero or airfield height .
5 . Check that transmitter is switched on and set to airfield frequenoi .
6 . Cheat trim is neutral .
~ . Check canopy .s closed and locked .
8 . Check airbrakes are closed and locked .
9 . Rudder-pedals adjusted correctly and locked_
IV . 4 Takeoff
Winch launch
Trim lever should be in central position .
Maximum winch launch speed is 120 km'h (65 kts, 74 moh) .
The glider has a release hook in front of the mainwheel .
Winch launches cause no difficulties at all allowed centre of gravity
positions and wing loadings .
The plane has no tendency to balloon up or to swing on the ground .
One should push forward slightly on the stick below about 100 metres
(330 ft .) in the case of fast launches from a powerful winds . When the
cable slackens pull the release firmly to its limit .

Mrotow
Trim lever should be in central position .
Maximum aerotow speed is 170 km/h (92 kts, 105 mph) .
Aerotow should preferably use the nose hook .
The recommended length of tow rope is 40 -60 m (120 - 200 ft .) .
The glider can be controlled with coordinated rudder and aileron
using full movements if required .
There is no tendency to swing in a strong crosswind .
The glider can be lifted off at about 70 km/h (38 kta . 44 mph) .
The glider lifts off without assistance at a speed of about 80 km h
(43 kts, 50 mph) if the stick is kept in the neutral position .

i ne yellow release handle Is mounted on the Instrument panel and
must be pulled to its limit when releasing .
17 th march 1982
1
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IV. 5 Free flight
It is possible to fly the glider over the entire speed range In all attitudes .
Full control movements are only allowed up to the manoeuvring speed
170 km'h (92 kts, 105 mph) . At higher speeds tho controls should be
used with the appropriate care .
IV . 6 Slow living and stalls
The glider gives clear warning when about to stall by a distinct
shaking of the elevator .
The stalling speed depends on the wing loading and the condition
of the plane . The following are guidelines :
Single seater
Weight
470 kg s 1036 lbs

Without Airbrakes
66 km . h
(36 kts, 41 mph)

With Airbrakes
75 km h
(40 .5 kts, 47 mph)

Without Airbrakes
75 km,'h
(40,5kts,47mph)

With Airbrakes
'85 km .h
it 6 kts . 5 3 mph)

Double seater
Weight
580k g _12791bs

I1 the stick is pulled back further the glider goes Into a controllable
high rate of sink during which rudder and aileron turns can be flown
at up to 15 degrees of bank . When the stick Is released the glider
returns to a normal flying attitude Immediately .
After the stick is pulled back quickly the glider pitches nose down and
the bank can still be controlled with aileron .
IV. 7 High speed W st
There Is no tendency for flutter to develops within the permitted speed
range . Above 170 km,'h (92 kts, 105 mph) control movements should
be restricted to 1 ;3 of full range. The airbrakes limit the speed to
under VNE In a 45 ° dive even at maximum flying weight .

17 th march

1982
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IV . 8 Simple Aerobatics
The glider is licenced for the following aerobatics

1 . Loop
Entry speed

180 km h (97 kts, 111 mph)

Maximum g

ca . 3 g

exit speed

ca . 180 km h (97 kts, 111 mph)

2 . Stall turn
Entry speed

180 km h (97 k's
. 111 mph)

At 140 km h (76 kts, 87 mph) slowly apply rudder .
Shortly before the lop apply opposite aileron .
Note . The stall turn is difficult to carry out because
of the high moment of inertia . If a tallslide is accidently initiated during the climb holdall controls in
the centred position firmly .

3 . Spin (possible in aft C . G . positions only)
Preparation . Decrease speed slowly to 80 km :h (43 kts .
50 mph) pull stick back and apply full rudder . Glider
spins slowly . Rotation rate is one turn every 3 seconds
with a height loss of about 60 rn (26at .) per turn . The gilder ha s
no tendency to turn into a spiral dire .
opposite rudder, neutralise stick
Recovery
and recover gently.

17 th march

1982
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Chandelle
Entry speed

170 km/h (92 kts, 105 mph)

Pull up to fly 90 0 bank turn . During turn decrease speed and exit from turn with rudder
and aileron . Chandelle should be completed
heading in opposite direction .
5.

L3zy Eight

Entry speed

140 km/h (76 kts, 87 mph)

IV . 9 Approach and landing
'Normal flying practice is to approach at 95 km,, h
51 kts . The airbrakes are sufficiently powerful
for steep approaches . The use of brakes causes
the glider to be slightly nose heavy, so that the
glider holds the required speed by itself .
Caution note :
Fully extended the airbrakes increase the stalling
speed : do not extend the airbrakes fully during the
roundout to avoid heavy landings . Dont use the
airbrakes to full extension during touch-down due
to strong effect of the wheel-brake .
If the nosewheel touches the ground the direction
can be controlled by rudder until 40 km/h (22 kts,
2 5 mph) .
The side-slip is quite controllable and, if needed,
this manoeuvre can be used for steeper approaches .
It is effective by using a 15 degrees angle of sideslip and should be finished of a safe hight (98 km/ h ;
54 kts ; 61 mph) . Rudder effect reversal have not
been observed .
17 th march 1982

a
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The temporary control force to overcome the
force reversal or rudder lock is calculated
approximately 5 to 6 daN (rudder pressure ; .
The aileron does not change its force direction, rather it returns independently from the
full deflected position .
Rudder lock can be relieved without pilot inputon the rudder . After moving the aileron
into neutral position, the Sailplane rolls out
of the Slip into wing level position . Thereafter the rudder frees itself from the full
deflected position and the force reversal is
relieved . Using this method to end the Slip
the Sailplane does not adopt unusual flight
attitudes and deviates only slightly from its
original flight course .
IV . 10 Storage
When the glider is stored the canopy should
be locked . To tie down the wing, a rope can
be pulled through the wing tip skids .

17 th march 1982
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Appendices

V . 1 Flight

Performance

Flying weight

(Ibs'
kg,'m 2 (Ibs/ft Z

450(992)

580(1279) kg

Wing loading

25,3(5, 2)

32,8(6, 7)

Best glide Angle

36,5

37,0

at a speed of

95(51)

105 (57)

km/h (kta)

Minimum sink

0 .64(126)

0,70(138)

at a speed of

80(43)

85(46)

m/sec(ft/rni.n)
km/h (kts)

FLUGGESCHWINDIGKEIT
0

. 50

100

(VELOCITY)
150

200 fkm/hl 250

W

a

2

V1

(7
z

3

x

4

Ln

5
E

N

GESCH WIN DIGK EITSPOLARE

(FLIGHT POLAR)

17 th march 1982
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Determination of the Center of Gravity

V. 2

The determination of the center of gravity
is made with the glider supported on two
scales at heights such that an incidence
24 angle is set horizontal
board of 600
on the back of the fuselage, (Position on the
fuselage see sketch at pa a 23) .
The reference plane lies at the front of the
wing at the root . The distances a and b
are measured with the help of a plumb
line . The empty weight is the sum of the
two weights G l and G 2 .
The Center of Gravity of the pilots is
located :
1150 mm (45,3 inch) in front of the
Datum Line (] .Seat)
40 mm ( 1, 6 inch) behind the Datum
Line (2 . Seat)

17

th

march 1982

17 . Mur: :~ z
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Procedure for determining C . of G . empty

G. . G . G :

Datum Line : Front edge of the wing at the root rib .
Level Means : With a 1300 :24 Incidence Board set up horizontal on
the top of the rear fuselage .
Weight on main-wheel
Weight on tail-skid
Empty Weight

GL

= Gi

Gi -

kg / lbs

32 =

kg lbs

: G2

kg ; Ibs

Distance to main-wheel

a =

mm / inches

Distance to tail-skid

b =

mm / inches

Empty Weight C . of G .
X _ G~ x b + a -

+ -

GL

mm .'inches behind
Datum Line

The measurements to determine the empty weight, the empty weight
'CC of G . and the loading limitations must always be taken with the
glider empty,

Conwrtlon

from
kg
mm

to
lbs
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multiply with
2,2
0,0394
4
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If the limits of the empty weight C . of G . positions and the load ,, q
limitations chart are adhered to the C, of G . of the loaded glider *,ii
be within the permitted range .

Empty Weight

Range of C . of G . behind Dat :.m

kg

lbs

Forward
mm
inches

mm

360

794

758

29 .84

773

30 .43

365

805

748

29 .45

769

30 .28

370
375
380

816
827
838

739
729
720

29 .09
28 . 70
28 . 35

765
761
757

30 . 12
29 .96
29 . 80

385

849

711

27 .99

75-3

29 .65

390
395
400

860
871
882

703
694
686

27 . 68
27 . 32
27 .01

749
745
742

29 .49
29 . 33

Aft
inches

29 .21

It should be noted that to make use of the maximum load the maximum
admissable load for non-lifting parts must not be exceeded .
The weight of the non-lifting parts Is the sum of the fuselage, tailplane
and maximum load in the fuselage and must not exceed 400 kgs
(882lbs) . Otherwise the maximum load permitted
in the fuselage must be correspondingly decreased .
The Centre of Gravity should be recalculated after repair, repainting,
the installation of additional equipment or when a period of 4 years
has elapsed after the last weighing.
The empty weight, empty weight C . of G . position and maximum load .
should be recorded after each weighing on page 9 of the Flight Handbook.
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